
CM3230,  Fall 2014 

Quiz 3a 

Name _________________________________ 

 

Answer 5 items for full 100 points.  The 6
th

 correct answer will be considered a 20 point bonus. 

1. To determine how the enthalpy of a fluid changes per change in temperature in a 

reversible compressor, we need ��ℎ/����.  Based on �	 and equations of state of a non-

ideal gas, we can use 

a. ��ℎ/���� = �	 

b. ��ℎ/���� = �	���/������/���� 
c. ��ℎ/���� = �/�

����/�����/�
		 

d. None of the above 

 

2. For a gas behaving according to the Van der Waals equation of state: 

�� + �
��� �� − �� = �� 

a. ����/� = 	� ������ 

b. ����/� = 	���� − �� 
c. ����/� = 	� + �

�  

d. None of the above 

 

3. To determine how the entropy of a fluid changes with pressure as it flows through a 

throttle, we need ��!/����.  For an ideal gas at a pressure �, this is given by 

a. ����	�" = ��/�� 

b. ����	�" = −��/�� 

c. ����	�" = �	 − �� 

d. None of the above 

 

  

sh



4. An incompressible liquid of density 1000	%&/'( undergoes an isentropic compression 

from �)* = 1	��+ to �,-. = 100	��+.  Then the compression work per kg, /0,*,� is 

closest to  

 

a. /0,*,� = −10	%2/%& 

b. /0,*,� = −5	%2/%& 

c. /0,*,� = 0	%2/%& 

d. /0,*,� = +5	%2/%& 

e. /0,*,� = +10	%2/%& 

 

5. To determine the change in pressure due to isentropic expansion through a turbine per 

change in temperature, we need ���/���4. For a gas behaving according to the virial 

equation series expansion based on pressure: 

5 = ��
�� = 1 + 67� + 87�� 

a. ���/���4 = �	��1 + 67� + 87���/� 

b. ���/���4 = �	/� 

c. ���/���4 = �	�/���1 + 67� + 87���� 
d. None of the above 

 

6. The isothermal change in enthalpy per change in pressure for a real gas is given by 

a. ��ℎ/���� = ��9 − �����/�� 
b. ��ℎ/���� = ���	/�� 
c. ��ℎ/���� = −�9���/���" 

d. None of the above 

 

  


